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Well after trying to figure things out with the load of the order deal I managed to get an order for the load I like and I had no accidents. Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch. Bonfire: Full camping system. Falcao. Frost: Hypothermia. True storms. Cloaks and capes. Charming women. Wet and cold. iNeed - Food, water and sleep. Winter is coming. iNeed- Advanced. Faster level. Templar armor. Leaf Rest. Woodsman in Shack. Exit of the starting chest-Helgen. Color removal patches. SeaPoint settlement. Player Carry Weight Gain.
Excalibur. A world map of quality-Vivid with stone roads. 50 pct More Perk points. Paarthunax's dilemma. (A-tards blades!) Vampire Knights. Improved Riverwood Moldy. Wolf Armour Set remade. Dive Meat. Skyrim crossbows. Lock-o-motion (Wooden Thrill) TAOS: The Art of Smithing. I figured I would post this if someone wanted to try it. I made it from a new character, as some of the mods require him or recommend it so mods work. I haven't had any accidents so far, so this should be good for beginners. Note: For those new to use mods
(game modifications) achievements/trophies will be disabled so the non-modded character is on the side and for the love of Mara make sure you turn off the mods before you play the non-modded character. Thanks for reading and enjoy! Hello! I've been tinkering with new mods for my Xbox One version of Skyrim SE, however I need help again with my order load. I'm about to start a new save file, since I messed up my save file with removing mods. No problem though, starting at first is not a problem for me. I've used 924.28MB out of 5GB
allowed. I have 4.10GB left, would you recommend not installing many mods for the xbox one? Will it make it work better? Also, please let me know if I shouldn't use any of the mods displayed below. Im also for advice. Well here's my order load, its bad, but hey, I don't have LOOT so I have no idea how to create a good order. PS Bonfire: The full mod camping system will not move from the top of the order load, very annoying since I know the patches should be at the top. START OF LOAD ORDER Campfire: Complete Camping System,
Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch, Frostfall: Hypothermia Camping System Wet and Cold (XB1) iNeed - Food, Water and Sleep Vampires Suck: No Attacks in Northbourne Fur Hoods X1 Adorable Women Violens - killmove mod SE Heart switch - killmove mod killchildren.esp Skyrim Lanterns - Special edition XB1Lamposts from Skyrim: Special Edition Practice Mannequins Alternative Start - Live Another Life Treeslod_23 Fallen Trees (XBOX) Bright Weather Special Edition iCrime Realistic Fines (XBOX) Improved Blood Texture No
Snow Under the Roof XBOXone Ive heard that mod advanced blood textures have created problems like glitch, and I have problems with it when I was playing skyrim on the PC. However is it still a problem now or is it working well? Anyway, thank you very much for your help. It's a community community I'm on a PC not Xbox, so I can't tell you anything from personal experience, but I can say that the more mods you add, the more likely you are to have problems. Not to mention that you can't have a lot of mods, you just have to be a little
smart about it. As for the download order, I'm going to quote you from a post on the original Skyrim site, which I've always used to sort my plugins: #01: Your ESM Files;#02: Error-Fix Fashion Type; #03: Game Structure and/or UI Mods:#04: Character Appearances (for NPC and Self); #05: Fashions #06: Fashions that add and/or change elements; #07: Fashions that add NPC;#08: Textured fashions; #09: Environmental fashions (things such as Tamriel's climate, Skyrim sounds, etc.); #10: Fashions with Gameplay Changes So, I would put
Live a different life at the very bottom, all your fashion dive (Frostfall, iNeed, iCrime, Wet and Cold, Vampire Suck) above, then Violens and Heartbreaker (are you sure these two are compatible with each other?), Bright Weather, EBT, Killchildren, Treeslod, Fallen Trees, Practice Mannequins, lamposts, fur hoods, Im sure heartbreaking works with violens like I've used it together on PC and so far I've had no problem with it on xbox one. No problem Can I ask what the structure of the game means? A big thank you to font replacement, UI-
replace, Dialogue overhaul, Crafting Overhauls, mostly things that change the basic mechanics of the game. I have a problem with Skyrim SE. I recently unidentified and reinstalled the game due to a SKSE malfunction, so now I'm using it without SKSE. However, I also reinstalled my fashions. Now, for some reason, whenever I download my backup save (before SKSE), Campfire mod bugs and says that Frostfall is out of date or something like that. The error message is also repeated every couple of seconds, and whenever I try to save,
Skyrim SE is CTD's. The fact is, I didn't have Frostfall installed before I got SKSE. I've tried absolutely everything that comes to mind, such as uninstalling/resetting the campfire, installing Frostfall (thinking something is missing), and even reinstalling the Skyrim SE. However, this strange mistake is still here. And yes, I sorted my order load using LOOT and cleared both my master files and the campfire using the SSEEdit Load order: 0 0 Skyrim.esm 1 Update.esm 2 2 Dawnguard.esm 3 3 HearthFires.esm 4 4 Dragonborn.esm 5 55 unofficial
skyrim special edition patch.esp 6 6 BSAssets.esm 7 7 BSHeartland.esm 8 8 BSPatchSE.esp 9 arnima.esm 10 a RSkyrimChildren.esm 11 b Campfire.esm 12 c Falskaar.esm 13 d SMIM-SE-Merged-All.esp 1 4 e the oblivion of horses (speed ess stam) (dg ready).esp 15 f star_triple_gold_sepc_sp0ckrates.esp 16 10 star_spellswords_sepc_sp0ckrates.esp 17 11 star_knights_sepc_sp0ckrates.esp 1 8 12 50 more points 19 13 Best Horses 3.0.esp 20 14 Book covers Skyrim.esp 21 15 Helgen Reborn.esp 22 16 Eli_Breezehome.esp 23 17 17
24 18 practice dummies.esp 25 19 DiverseDragonsCollectionSE.esp 26 1a Footprints.esp 27 1b Hothtrooper44_ArmorCompilation.esp 28 1c Holidays.esp 29 1d Whistle.esp 30 1e Hothtrooper44_Armor_Ecksstra.esp 31 1f DrSKnapsacks.esp 32 20 Runandwalkpaces.esp 33 21 WondersofWeather.esp 34 22 Chesko_WearableLantern.esp 35 23 HearthfireMultiKid.esp 36 24 HearthfireMultiKid_LastName.esp 37 25 insects begone - spiders.esp 38 26 Point The Way.esp 39 27 TheScarlett.esp 40 28 The Haven From The Cold And Dark.esp
41 29 Skyrim Better Roads and Bridges - All In One - Merged.esp 42 2a Run For Your Lives.esp 43 2b Cloaks.esp 44 2c RiversideLodge.esp 45 2d inigo.esp 46 2e Cloaks - Dawnguard.esp 47 2f Cloaks - USSEP Patch.esp 48 30 Immersive Patrols II.esp 49 31 Complete Pack.esp 50 32 immersive wenches.esp 51 33 Populated Cities Towns Villages Legendary.esp 52 34 ScopedBows.esp 53 35 SofiaFollower.esp 54 36 get_no_dead_followers_sepc_sp0ckrates.esp 55 37 Provincial Courier Service.esp 56 38 notice board.esp 57 39
ForgottenCity.esp 58 3a The Paarthurnax Dilemma.esp 59 3b j3x-autocrossbows.esp 60 3c excalibursword.esp 61 3d npc ejector force.esp 62 3e giftsofakatosh.esp 63 3f Apocalypse - magic skyrim.esp 64 40 insects begone - chaurus.esp 65 41 RSChildren - Complete.esp 66 42 RSChildren_PatchUSSEP. esp 67 43 ScopedBows_ArrowTweaks.esp 68 44 Shout.esp 69 45 Vivid WeathersSE.esp 70 46 Vivid WeathersSE - Winter.esp 71 47 wetandcold.esp 72 48 IcePenguinMapWorld. ESP 73 49 ScopedBows_EagleEyeTweak.esp 74 4a
LrsamwaysExpandandedSkyrimWeaponry.esp 75 4b When Vampires Attack.esp 76 4c Citizens Immersion - AI Overhaul.esp 77 4d Relationship Dialogue Master.esp 78 78 78 Frostfall 2.6 is compatible with all official DLC: Forgotten Vale must have appropriate temperatures depending on the biome you are in. There should be a rift-like temperature in the Fort Dongard area. The Volkihar castle area should have an appropriate temperature. Vale Deer Hide and Vale Sabre Cat Hide can be converted into a purified Pelts.Hearthfire4x quartz
stone can be converted into 1x dense stone for the manufacture of stone hatchets and stone Arrows.Food and alcohol added by this DLC provide appropriate effects. Different armors have their default W.E.A.R. exposure protection set accordingly. More information can be found on the W.E.A.R. Food and Alcohol page added by this DLC provide the appropriate effects. In Solstheim the appropriate temperatures, depending on the area. Apocrypha has warm temperatures like other Oblivion planes.You won't be able to lie down in a tent
pitched at Solstheim while on Dragonborn's main quest to work around an issue that can happen during sleep. It will bring up the sleep menu immediately instead. Fast Travel should be re-enabled no matter what you use when on a flying mountain. Fast Travel should re-enable no matter what settings you use when next to Black Book.Hard Book.Hard went in support of the following mods out of the box for the best user experience possible: ModAuthor Notes Real Shelter Robinsage Rain and Snow no longer clip through certain structures!
The tents are not yet supported. Project Reality - Climate Tamriel jjc71 All weather systems must affect the player correctly, including snow and rain. Isoku Added Masters compatibility in Frostfall configuration. Wet and Cold Hoods and Cloaks are recognized W.E.A.R.Wet and Cold 1.1: NPC Travelers now carry some Frostfall equipment, including tents and canes. Falskaar AlexanderJVelicky No special compatibility is needed. Works fine out of the box. Enjoy! Skyrim Redone (SkyRe) T3nd0New perks have been added to the Wayfarer tree
using an additional plug-in. For more information, visit skyRe. Winter is coming: The Nivea Cloaks All cloaks were classified as fur, and all hoods were classified as having full exposure protection when the W.E.A.R. is on. Skyrim NikiNoodles All cloaks were classified as Burlap, linen or hide when W.E.A.R. is included. Rogue Sorceress Outfit theRoadStroker Cloak is recognized as linen. Added the same piece of armor support to provide standard exposure protection from a single piece of full-body gear. Hothtrooper44 Immersive armor All
armor was classified as limited, standard or complete protection. For more information, please visit the W.E.A.R. All fur hoods are registered as full protection. The Wyrmstooth jonx0r Center of the Island has Riften-like temperatures, while the surrounding area is very cold. Steam plasterers found in hot springs will keep you warm. Trees can be collected for firewood. Get The Snow Trebtreb compatible. No special support is required. Using Get Snowy along with frosty frosty shadow Frostfall is fine. Tales of Brevi's Lycanthropy have
recognized new animations of transformation. The nature of the beast II Gulogulo ensured compatibility with the forms of the werewolf. Belua Sanginare revisits MofoMojo, Jakisthe Recognized new vampire system. Fur Hoods HD Northborn All Hoods are fully protected when W.E.A.R. is included. ScenicCarriages Sollar Your exposure will not change when traveling in a carriage. Bandoliers - Bags and bags DragtenPrevented bug, where W.E.A.R. tells you that your gloves have standard protection when equipping bags. Rise - Chapter 1 -
Black Sacrament AmethystDeceiver All cloaks are recognized as linen. Lustmord Vampire Armor AmethystDeceiver All cloaks are recognized as linen. The Camping Kit of North Ranger North RangerCampfires will warm you up, but the tents will not be recognized by Frostfall for gameplay purposes. This is somewhat unimportant, as tents, when introduced, are separate interiors. LtMattMoo's Campground LtMattMoo Camp will warm you up, but the tents won't be recognized as Frostfall for gameplay purposes. Classified Favorites Menu
Support (Frostfall 2.4a) To make some of the Frostfall items, be properly classified in the classified Favorites menu, this is it that you're making the following changes. If you're using a default configuration that came with CFM, you can use this pre-modified version here that contains the changes listed below (Note: your values for menu_base_x and menu_base_y may need to be customized depending on the screen resolution). If you use your own configuration, back up your favoritesmenu.cfg and make the following adjustments: Open
favoritesmenu.cfg.Use Find-Replace feature of your text editor (usually Ctrl'H). Add the following to the end of the Clothing Keyword List: Backpack, Add next to the end of the gun keyword list: Hatchet Walking StickAfter making the above changes, your favorite menu should classify Frostfall items correctly, as shown below: If you don't see the mod you love listed above, don't worry; Frostfall is compatible with most mods available in these categories, including: Frostfall 2.5: Sneak Tools from Borgut1337 seems fully compatible (particularly
stewing and lighting). Food and primary needs/hunger thirst for sleep mods (Imp's more complex needs, realistic needs and ailments, etc.) perk and gameplay Difficulty overhaul modsTimescale modslighting/weather mods. Confirmed to be compatible: Climate TamrielRealistic Colors and Real Nights (RCRN)Supreme and Volumetric FogRealistic Lighting with Customization / Realistic Overhaul Lighting 4.0 New Lands and Areas (including Falskaar) Player homesMountsAnimationArmor and weapon modification and additions , sound and
musicBug fixes (e.g. Unofficial Skyrim Patch)Cities, Cities, New AreasClothingCombat and Stealth Gameplay additions and modificationsCompanionsDungeonsEnvironmental graphics and additionsGuilds and FactionsHair, face, and body modsNew items and objectsLoading ScreensMagicMercantiles (shops, shops, shops, shops, hotels, taverns, etc.) NPC additions and modificationsRace, class and birthsign modifications and additionsTexturesNew weaponsWerewolf mods Vampire mods (better vampires, etc.) New land mods that have
weather that follows the above picture classification of weather will be indirectly supported. However, if your new land has several weather regions and is large in scale, please contact me about its support in a more detailed manner. If your werewolf or vampire overhaul uses a whole new set of worlds, scripts and quests, you may require explicit support. In this case, contact me and we can work something out. See the W.E.A.R. page there are several mods that Frostfall is incompatible with in a soft way. By that I mean, it won't break your
game, or even have any negative consequences. It's just that with them combined there will be a few because Frostfall is already doing the same thing. (Frostfall 2.4a) Fashions that change wooden chopping blocks - the script was added to the wooden partition blocks in Frostfall 2.4a to prevent the appearance of visual duplicates of the lumberjack's axe. You may have to create a combined patch using Wrye Bash in order to get around this problem if you use a mod that changes the way wooden partitions work. Potentially some fashion
animations - Frostfall is changing IdleWarmHandsStanding and IdleWarmHandsCrouched forms of animation in order for them to play using frostfall's hand shoe system near heat sources. Frostfall is also known to crash or get stuck on a black screen while cleaning wood cutscene, for those who leave cutscene included when using some mods of animation. It has been known to hang or crash games while lying down or sitting down in a tent, for those who use some fashion animation. Your mileage can vary.W.A.T.E.R. Soak - Water FX
Plug-in - W.A.T.E.R. plugin that displays water droplets on the player should not be used because Frostfall already includes a water shade when the player is wet. If you prefer to use this visual effect instead of Frostfalls, be sure to turn off Frostfall's Player Wet Shader in the settings. Your water droplets won't match the frosty mechanics of the game, however. Sabre Gear Backpacks - From TreasureChest et al. These backpacks have already been integrated into Frostfall (with the kind permission provided by TreasureChest), and the
Frostfall version shows you what you're actually holding. LtMattMoo Camping - ltMattMoo. Nowadays, its bonfires will warm you up, but as Frost 2.0, the emphasis on the importance of housing and tents has been added. Frostfall currently can't detect when you're inside a large hide tent added by LtMattMoo in Camping.Camping Kit Northern Ranger - Northern Ranger. Its bonfires should warm you up, and since the tents send you into a separate interior space, you should not lose exposure when inside the tent. To fully warm up, you will
need to wait 2 hours or more. Difficult Incompatibility There are only two fashions that are completely incompatible with Frostfall in my opinion. This is because they are trying to do the same and should not be used at the same time. Hypothermia - NitorDynamic Fires - by WoodbyteUnsupported ModsScriptDragon - Alexander Blade. For more information, visit the troubleshooting page. If you are a fashion author, please see the information below to ensure compatibility with Frostfall.Weather mods are maintained provided that they follow the
standard classification of the weather Bethesda used vanilla game. This: For clear/pleasant weather, use a clear classification. In cloudy, cloudy weather, use Clear. For foggy weather, use the Cloudy classification. For the rain / use the Rainy classification. For snow/blizzard weather, use the Snow Classification. Key Key for cloaks can be achieved by adding the following keywords to your cloak armor object (4 keywords in total): ArmorMaterialLeather or ArmorMaterialHideVendorItemClothingArmorClothingClothingNecklacePlease contact
me if you want your cloaks to be recognized by the W.E.A.R. If your cloaks are best described as Linen, no direct support is required, as this is the default type of cloak for raincoats, unrecognized by W.E.A.R.Frostfall, works provided that only one standalone cloak can be worn at any given time. To this end, you are expected to use slot 46 for your cloaks. According to Frostfall 2.3, some unconventional hardware slots are being ignored (see below), so it's important that you use slot 46 for your cloaks. The armor is recognized as Frostfall
provided that you have added a standard set of keywords for worn equipment: Body Equipment: Body Equipment: ClothingBody AND/OR ArmorCuirassHead Equipment: ClothingHead AND/OR ArmorHelmetHands Equipment: ClothingHands AND/OR ArmorGauntletsFeet Equipment: ClothingFeet AND/OR ArmorBootsArmor from mods provides standard exposure protection by default No direct support is required. Frostfall now supports combination armor (armour and clothing that take more than one logical body slot). Example:
TheRoadstroker's Rogue Sorceress Outfit is a combined body, arms and legs set of armor. To add support for the combined outfit, simply add each keyword that matches all the body seats that your armor should occupy. In the example above, the outfit will have ArmorCuirass, ArmorGauntlets, and ArmorBoots keywords. If your user uses SKSE in conjunction with Frostfall, Frostfall will be more reasonable to filter out the armor that uses certain slot numbers (i.e. their equipment will be IGNORED Frostfall). This was done to provide better
support with unconventional fashion equipment like Bandoliers - Bags and Pouches.Slots 61 - 47, and slot 45 will be IGNORED. Slot 46, and Slots 44 - 30 are VALID for Frostfall purposes. Slot 46 is a de facto slot number to use for raincoats. Slot 47 is a de facto slot number for backpackers. Equipment equipment that uses a valid slot number as well as one or more unoccupied slot numbers will be IGNORED. The result of using an invalid slot number will be that Frostfall will not provide exposure protection to equip this item, and trying to
use W.E.A.R. /Inspect Equipment on it will result in an error you can't verify it. If you are the author of a fairly large collection of armor and equipment (more, 10 full sets), so it would be a burden for the user to individually change the value of exposure protection on all your equipment, please contact me according to the contact details on the first page. If your body armor has a built-in cloak that you would like to get a bonus from (similar to the Nightingale Armor), it will require individual support. Please contact me. Bonfires can be lit by the
magic of fire, and put out with icy magic. If you're the author of Magic Fashion, make sure your spells have MagicDamageFire and MagicDamageFrost keywords respectively. Frost does not support lighting or extinguishing bonfires with AoE spells. Vampire /Lycanthropy /Custom racial fashion Your custom race should have ActorTypeUndead in order to be recognized as a vampire. For lycanthropy, your custom race should have ActorTypeCreature. If your user race should be completely immune to exposure, implement the
ActorTypeDragon keyword on your race. The race doesn't have to be a dragon, but it should use this keyword in order for the player to ignore the effects of exposure while a member of that race. The following lights from vanilla games are recognized by Frostfall as a heat source. You will need to use one of them for Frostfall to warm you up. If none of the visual graphics of these heat sources are suitable for your level or dungeon, consider placing it out of sight (under the floor, inside the wall) or scaling it to be very, very small, so that it can't
be seen near your real heat source.
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